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In the accalaratlon of polarlzad protona la tha
ACS, a nuabar of depolarizing rasonaaeaa will b« en-
coui.tered.1 Oapolarlzatlon dua to tha ao-callad In-
trinsic rasonancas will ba alnlalzad by crossing aach
rasonanca In lass than ona baaa ravolutlon parlod
(-2 vs). This will ba accoKpllahad with a sat of
twalva "fast" tuna-shifting quadrupolaa distributed
symmetrically around tha ring.

During a typical accalaratlon cycle, tha fast
quads will be energized with a burst of alternating
polarity, faat rise/slow fall triangular current
pulses. The aaplitude of these pulsea will vary from
160 A to about 2700 A peak.

This paper describes the development of the pulsed
power supply for the fast quads, the construction of a
prototype modulator, and some of the initial test re-
sults obtained with the prototype.

Introduction

At the present tlae there is a program underway at
Srookhaven to accelerate polarized protonn in the ACS.
Acceleration up to about 26 GeV will require the cross-
ing of a nuaber of intrinsic and imperfection depolar-
izing resonances. 3eaa depolarization due to the
intrinsic resonances will be alnlalzed by crossing or
"Jumping" each resonance in less than one beaa revolu-
tion period. Rssonance Jumping will be accomplished
with a set of so-called "fait" quadrupolcs which will
shift the vertical tune of the machine either up or
down from the nominal value depending on the particular
resonance.

The fast quadrupoles will be evenly distributed
around the aachlne circumference, i.e., one magnet per
superperiod. These aagnets will have high frequency
ferrite poles and ceraaic vacuum chambers. The inner
surface of each chamber will be coated with a thin
metallic layer to prevent charge build-up, however,
the coating will be sufficiently thin to be essentially
transparent to the pulsed field. The inductance of
each magnet will be approximately 6 uH.

During a typical acceleration cycle, these quads
will be energized with a burst of triangular alternat-
ing in polarity pulses. The amplitude of the excita-
tion pulses will vary from 160 A to about 2700A peak.
All fast quadrupoles will be pulsed simultaneously so
that the total required tune shift takes place within
a 2 us period. The fall-tlae of the pulses will vary
from 1.0 to 3.5 ma depending on the resonance. For
polarized protons the ACS will operate *C a nominal
rate of one cycle every 2.4 sees.

Sue to the distributed nature of the system and
high required di/dt, each quadrupole will be powered by
its own modulator. With limited space in the aachlne
tunnel, the modulators will be located in separate
buildings outside the tunnel approximately 100- ISO ft.
froa the aagnets and will power the aagnets via coaxial
pulse transmission cables. This arrangement should
Improve both the reliability and serviceability of Che
pa equipment.

Usenet Excitation Requirement*

As already mentioned la the previous section,
during aach acceleration cycle tha fast quadrupoles
will ba cerglzed with a burst of triangular currant
excitation pulses. Each pulse will have a faat rise
(trf 2.0 JIB) and a slow fall a* show lb Fig. 1. 1 1 M
paraaaters of these pulses, i.e., peak amplitude, X,,
base width T4, and the elaa of rasonanca crossing, eK,
ata given la Table I. Since the pulses within the
burst alternate in polarity, aach pulse has two labels-
one with and tha other without regard to polarity.

Fig. 1. Detail of a typical aagnet excitation pulse
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With a general description of the systea given in
the first section and the excitation requirements
defined in Table I, the design goals and constraints
for the power supply can be suaaarlzed as follows:
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From tha abova requirements it la Immediately
possible Co draw certain important conclusions about
tha power supply. First, dua to tha high di/dt and the
6 uB magnet Induetanea, Cha paak power supply output
voltaga will have to ba In tba ordar of IS W . Sext,
tha long fall time couplad with small turn-on Jitter
and high voltaga requirements can only ba aat at tha
prasent time with composite switches aada up by paral-
leling thyratrons and ignltrons.

put i^ltcheB, So+ or So", depending oo tha polarity of
the pulse. The low voltage circuit* are charged with
separate power supplies (Vpi, T m . etc.). Tots scheme
permits alow charging of the law voltage capacitors C^
which greatly reduces the size of the charging power
supplies. It also permits parallel charging of low
voltage circuits In a number of modulators with a
resulting siapllficztion of the system pulse amplitude
control.

Modulator Design

To gain some Insight Into tha design problem at
hand, consider the problem of generating a single pulse
with the simple circuit of Fig. 2. An examination of
circuit parameters shows that In this case tba simplest
approach la uneconomical. la tha above figure, where
tba parameters have bean adjusted for the Ml pulse,
both tha energy discharge capacitor C and tha high
voltage charging power supply ace expensive. AM exten-
sion of the circuit to a bipolar a-polm* circuit,
B - 2 , 3, ..., would be prohibitively expensive In view
of the fact that twelve such systems are required to
power the quads.
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Fig. 2. A simple single-pulse circuit

After considering several alternate designs, the
circuit of Fig. 3 has been chosen. In this circuit the
pulse is generated la two sections - tha le jlng edge
la established by Cg and t,, while the falling edge is
determined by Cj, and K4. Compered with the circuit of
Fig. 2, the high voltage required to develop the peak
current is reduced by almost s factor of two and the
size of Cg to a fraction of a microfarad. The "low"
voltage capacitor C^ is rather large but its operating
voltage is In the order of 1 kV. In fact, the magni-
tude, of V L is determined by the critical anode voltage
of switch S2.
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Flj. 3. A two-seceion single pulse circuit

An extension of the circuit of Fig. 3 to a bipolar
n-pulse circuit, n» 2, 3 can be readily made as
shown In Fig. 4. The augmented circuit employs a sin-
gle bipolar high voltage section and n unipolar "low"
voltage circuits (Pi, 1^, ?2, . . . ) . Capacitor Cg In the
output section la charged either positively or nega-
tively with a bipolar high voltage power supply V. and
discharged Into the load with one of the unipolar out-

Fig. 4. The bipolar n-pulse modulator circuit

In each of tha low voltage circuits of Fig. 4
there are two additional elements, namely Ij, and Cc,
each connected across cae-half of the scries resistor
K4. These elements have been omitted earlier for the
sake of simplification. The effect of 1^ It to linear-
ize the slope of the trailing edge of the pulse. Capa-
citor C e compensates for the voltage drop across Sj and
Sj as well as for the effect of the stray Inductance
L,. The main advantage of i^ is in that it reduces the
size of C^ for a given initial slope. An additional
advantage is that it reduces the amount of charge
transferred per pulse which should help so extend the
life of the switches.

Simulation

The circuit of Fig. * with 100 ft. of output cable
has been simulated 00 a digital computer. Computed
pulse Ko. *H is shown in Fig. 5. For comparison, a
pulse with the same Initial slope but an exponential
decay is also shown In the figure.
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The «ffact of stray inductance la the low voltage
circuit on eha shapa of tba front and of tba output
pule* lias baea computed and la shown la Fig. 6. Froa
tbasa raaults It Is d e a r that la order to preserve a
reasonable shape of the 411 pulse, the value of L a auat
be kept below approximately 0.5 uH. In the caae of the
other circuits, where resistance * d is hither, larger
values of L, aay be tolerated.

la Flf. *, the 1C circuit at the sad of the output
cable serves as • teralaatloa for the leading edge of
the pulse only. With the values of ii—ents Indicated,
the saplltude of cable reflections which appear as a
ripple on the front edge of tbo pulse Is reduced to an
acceptable level (see Fig. 6 ) .
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Fig. 6. The iffeet of stray Inductance ta on
the front end of the pulse la Fig. 5.

Syatea Configuration

The fast quad pulsed power supply systea will con-
sist of twelve modulators, one bipolar 20 kV and eight
aonopolar 1 kV charging power supplies. The modulators
will be boused In separate equipment buildings outside
of the machine tunnel and will power the quadrupoles In
the ring via coaxial transmission cables. All of the
charging power supplies will be located In one of the
buildings and will be connected to the modulator*! with
long charging cables placed arounj the ring.

Each modulator will be connected to the charging
cables with a set of high voltage contactors. The
modulators will be equipped with hard wired interlocks
and control circuits which will automatically discon-
nect thfc equipment froa the charging cablea in case of
malfunction.

The entire ps syatea will be controlled with a
distributed computer network. Triggers for the aystea
will be derived from a common source controlled by the
computer.

Developaent Prototype

A development prototype of the modulator with four
of the eight low voltage circuits has been constructed
and tested. In the prototype, the switches are com-
posed of EEV-1S91 glass thyratrons and CE GL-37207
Ignitrone. The above thyratrons are an laproved ver-
sion of the BE7-1538 which have been used with good
success at Llveraore. A number of composite switches
aade up of the eeae tubes have been teated by ZEV at
3 ka peek sad 3.5 as base width. A total of about 10'
pulses have been accumulated on each cube with only a
few prefixes or alsflres.

The Initial test results obtained uslag a short
output cable show good sgraaaant with calculations. A
aagaet pulse generated by one of the circuits with
Vg-fikV sad V L - i k V is shown la Fig. 7. The U H f n g
edge of toe pulse photographed on sa siasaasdl scale Is
also shown la the above figure. As cam be aeea, per-
turbation on the top of the pulse following the 2.0 its
rise period where the low voltage section of the cir-
cuit Is switched la Is about ±10X.
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Fig. 7. Magnet current pulse generated by the prototype

Coaautatlon of the current froa the thyratron to
the ignitron In one of the output tube pairs at 800 A
peak Is shown In Fig. 8. The broad itaiUng edge of the
Ignltron current pulse la due to the lsaltroa turn-on
jitter. As can be seen this effect Is automatically
compensated for by the thyratron so that the overall
output pulse Is stable.

Fig. S. Ca—utatlon of current froa the thyratron to
the Ignitron la one of the output tube pairs
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